windows more lasting than others

T-Passive Slim - color: sheffield oak light

WINDOWS THAT
PROVIDE 27%
MORE LIGHT

T–PASSIVE
SLIM

T-Passive Slim
EUROPEAN
STANDARDS
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FREE

105mm

2
112mm

The low combination of the frame
and sash, as well as the narrow
floating mullion with centrally
placed handle, provide
a larger glazing area
and thus more daylight
in the room
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T-Passive Slim
- color: woodec turner oak malt
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Invisible weld and slender,
rounded profiles are a symbol
of timeless design.
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T-Passive Slim - slimline windows,
to fill your home with light
Open up to daylight with T- Passive Slim windows. Thanks to the slim design and low combination of the
frame and sash, T- Passive Slim windows will let up to 27% more light into your home! The extra light
in the room helps reduce energy consumption, which saves your money and has a postitve effect on the
environment.

Titanium Technology - windows that last longer than others
Profiles of T-Passive Slim windows are manufactured using the modern Titanium Technology, in which we use full-grade PVC with
titanium oxide. Thanks to the application of this technology the T-Passive Slim windows are characterised by high rigidity, high
resistance to discolouration and harmful effects of sunlight.

Patented third gasket system with a clip to seal the window
Budvar windows are the only windows on the market with a two-component MD system, which consists of a third
gasket and a special clip mounted in the frame. This solution significantly improves the thermal, acoustic and even
the security of the window - the clip provides additional anti-burglary protection, making it impossible to move the
fitting from the outside. What is important, the decision of installation of the third gasket with a dedicated clip can
be made at any time during the use of the window, without having to disassemble it.
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T-Passive Slim - color: black smooth, central handle Standard color: silver F1

Ecology
T-Passive Slim windows are certified to be free of admixtures of lead, cadmium and other heavy metal compounds.
By choosing our windows you can be sure, that you contribute to the world around us not being poisoned by these
harmful substances.

Original design
21 colors to choose from
from classic white to the most fashionable earth colors - both double-sided and single-sided

minimalist design
slim window frame with classically rounded shape

profile coloured in mass
The color of the inside of the window on both sides, visible after
opening it, matches the color of the veneer:
white, caramel, brown, anthracite

7 chambers
Frame depth 70 mm

Design your window
1

Make sure you have the right thermal factors

Uw

Uw

Uw

0,98

1,3
W/m2K

0,78
W/m2K

W/m2K

Standard

Super Warm

Standard +
NUMBER OF PANES

3

3

2

NUMBER OF GASKETS

2

2

3

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT OF GLAZING (Ug)

1,1

0,7

W/m2K

4/16Ar/4

0,6

W/m2K

4/12Ar/4/12Ar/4

4/Ar/4/Ar/4 with a warm glazing spacer

*Uw value (heat transfer coefficient for a window) obtained in accordance with DIN EN ISO 10077-2
for a reference, single-wing window with dimensions: 1230 mm x 1480 mm.
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Select your frame type

Classic frame

W/m2K

Renovation frame
30 mm / 52 mm
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Decide on security level

Standard fittings

Type RC1 fittings

Type RC2 fittings

1 anti-theft striker

minimum 4 anti-theft strikers

minimum 8 anti-theft strikers

protection against handle reaming

protection against handle reaming

standard handle

lockable handle

lockable handle

standard low-emission glass

burglar-proof glass

burglar-proof glass

Windows with standard and RC1 type fittings are also available in the extended Security
option, in which all standard strikers are replaced with anti-theft strikers for an increased
security standard of the joinery.
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Find your color
GROUP I

polish pine
G4301-G7
New

black smooth
F4466062

walnut
UK103-Z8

coal grey
smooth
KDB74-F7

solar oak
UK101-Z8

coal grey
structural
KDB74-Z8

crystal
white
WAQ50-Z6

norman oak
A1002-Z3

stripe pine
G0502-Z8

charcoal
brown
NDS62-Z8

cream white
YEM69-Z8

woodec turner
oak toffee
F4703004

carbone oak
F4709026

New

woodec turner
oak malt
F4703001

sheffield
oak light
F4563081

white
in mass

GROUP II

quartz grey
KACV8-Z8

vintage pine
B2303-G7

GROUP III

asteroid
basalt
DB703

brown oak
UQ901-Z8

sapeli
UR602-Z8
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Choose your handle
silver f1

silver f1

gold f4

gold f4

steel f9

steel f9

steel f9

black

matt black

matt black
handle HOPPE Toulon Secustik ®

handle HOPPE Hamburg SecuForte ®

Choose the right glass

low emission
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silver f1

white

gold f4

handle Standard
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white

matt black

gold f4

silver f1

white

sunscreen

laminated
/ anti-burglar

soundproof

ornament

with a muntin

Choose additional accessories

ventilators

shutters

windowsills
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T-Passive Slim - color: white veneer, central handle Hoppe Atlanta Secustik ® color: silver F1
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Be sure to install properly
Dear Customer, if you want our windows to serve you for many years, maintaining their technical parameters and
ensuring your safety, take care of their correct installation. Solution that will provide you with the highest insulation
parameters is so-called warm installation.
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Explore our other products

T-Passive Classic

T-Passive Forte In/Out

T-Energy

T-Passive Plus

T-Comfort

7 chambers
Frame depth 70 mm

5 chambers
Frame depth 70 mm

6 chambers
Frame depth 88 mm

8 chambers
Frame depth 70 mm

6 chambers
Frame depth 70 mm

This material does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code and is for informational purposes only. Subject to technical changes. We assume no responsibility for printing
errors or mistakes. We reserve the copyright to this material. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without written permission.

www.budvarcentrum.eu

Visit the download tab - a place where you will find all the necessary materials

www.budvarcentrum.eu/materials-for-downloading
and our social-media channels.
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